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''{oLE GLASS ITSSON

Overview

Before the lesson

Teaching directions

Candy Boxes

This activity introduces children to a geometric model for multiplication.
Studens investiSate rectangular arrays as they research how to package

candy. The "candies" are 1-inch square tiles that are packed one layer

deep in rectangular boxes. Children use the tiles to identify the various
dimensions of boxes that are possible for different numbers of candies.

Their investigation gives them the opportunity to learn about
multiplication from a geometric perspective.

Gather these materials: '
I Color Tiles (l -inch square tiles), at least twelve per child
J 'l/2-inch squared pager (Black-Line Masters section, page 141)
I Scissors
I Tape or glue

I Distribute tiles so that each pair of children has twenty-t,our. Explain to
the class that the tiles are pretend "candies" that come in rectangular or
square boxes and are always packed in just one layer. Tell them that a

sampler boi has four candies in it. Ask each child to take four tilei ind
find tfre rya-y! these candies might-be arranged to fit into a box.

I Typically in a class, students produce the two possible options. Draw
them on the chalkboard.

tx+

lf children find only one arrangement, however, show the other and have
them build it with the tiles. lf students suggest an L-shaped arrangement,
remind them that the boxes must be rectangular or square. This is a good

opportunity to point out that squares are really special rectangles -
special because each of their sides is the same length.

tr Write the dimensions 2 x 2 and 1 x -l inside each rectangie you drew.
Read them aloud as "two bv two" and "one by four" and explain to the
class that the numbers tell how many tiles there are on adloining sides.

Then, using l/2-inch squared paper, cut out the two different arrays and
record the dimensions on each.

;l Pose the research problem: Each pair of students is the design research
team of the candy company. The president of the companv has asked ior a
report about the different boxes possible for six, trvelve, and trventv-four
candies. Cive the children three directions:
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1. For each number, use the tiles to find all possible rectangles.
2. As you find each rectangular shape, cut it out of 1/2-inch squared

paper.
3. Write a memo to the president explaining what you've learned about

boxes for each quantity and what shape box you recommend. lnclude
your cut-out boxes with your memo.

I Have children report their findings and recommendations in a class
discussion.

I began the lesson by telling the class that we were going to pretend that the Color
Tiles were candies. "The candies are always packed in boxes one layer deep," I

said, "and the boxes are always rectangular. That means they can also be square.

Squares are rectangles that are special because each side is the same length." I

distributed tiles to each group as I talked.
"The smallest candy box," I continued, "is a sampler that has four candies in it.

Take four tiles and see how the candies might be arranged to fit into the sampler
box."

The children had used Color Tiles onen beiore this activitv. Because.of their
experience, they were comfortable with the tiles and quicklv went to work on this
task. ln a few moments, almost all had their tiles arranged. As I looked around the

room, I saw both 2-by-2 and l-by-4 arrays.

I called on Angie. who was sitting near the back of the room. "Angie," I said,

"describe your arrangement of tiles so I can draw it on the board."
"Well," Angie said, "l put two in a row and then underneath two more in a

row." I drew a 2-by-2 square on the board and looked at Angie. She nodded.
"Who arranged the tiles the same way Angie did?" I asked. More than half the

class raised their hands.

I then showed the children how to record the dimensions. "Because there are

two tiles on each edge," I said, "l can write that this is 2by 2." lnside the square

I wrote:2 x 2. Also, lcut a 2-by-2 square from 1/2-inch squared paper and

labeled it.

2xZ

"Can someone who arrang,ed the tiles differentlv describe what vou did so I can

draw it on the board," I asked.

lcalled on Koji. "N1ine goes in a straight line," he sard. "There's four in a row."
I drew a 1-bv-4 rectangle.

"That's what I did." Brandon blurted out.
"Who else made this same.rrranqementi" I asked. ,{l)out a dozen children

raised their hands.
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"l'll record this by writing 1 by 4 inside," I said and wrote:

explain why '1 x 4'describes this rectangle?"
I x 4. "Who can

1 ,).4

lcalled on Tanya. "Because it's iust one row of four," she said. Using the same

sheet of squared paper, I cut out and labeled a 1 -by-4 rectangle.

"l know another way," Tony said. He had arranged his tiles into an "1."
"That won't work for the candies," I said. "Candy boxes are always rectangular.

They can be long rectangles, like Koji's. or a square, like Angie's. 8ut they don't
come in'L'shapes."

A few children were still rearranging tiles to see if they could find another
shape, but most were satisfied that the two on the board were the only
possibilities.

Explaining the Research Problem

I then told the children what they were to do. "You and your partner," I said. "are

a research team for a candy company. The president Bave you a job to work on
together. 'ln our candy company,' the president said, 'we sell candy boxes in half-
dozen, dozen, and two-dozen sizes."' I stopped to have the children consider how
many candies were in each box. All of them knew there were twelve in a dozen.
Figuring out how many in half a dozen and Nvo dozen was an appropriate
problem for them to do mentally. I recorded the numbers on the board: 6, 12,24.

"f ust as with the sampler box," I continued, "there are different rectangular
shapes that would work for each of these numbers. The president wants vou to
investigate the different box shapes possible for each number. Use the tiles to
experiment and then, with the same size squared paper that I used, cut out and

label all the rectangles you find."
A few of the children began to talk and erperiment with the tiles, but I

interrupted them to give further directions. "The president also wants vou to write
r memo." I said, "that explains what vou learned and what vou recommend.
lnclude vour cut-out rectangles to illustrate vour recommendations. '

Observing the Children

The children went to work with enthusiasm. Rebecca and Karin decided to g,lue

their cut-out rectangles onto a 9-bv-12-inch piece of construction paper. Others
noticed and did the same. loften iind that when ideas originate with the children,
they spread through the class more quicklv and efficientlv than thev rvould have

had I suggested them. Also, most oi the class wrote a separate memo tor each

numberof candies. Again, I hadn't suegested this, but it seemed to nrake sense to

the children.
As lcirculated, I reminded some Jrupils to l.rbel their rectangles. I ir>und that

severai still weren t sure how to do so. and I sholved them horv.
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Josh and Tony's work was typical of many. They cut out, labeled, and glued

their rectangles onto construction paper and wrote a separate memo for each

number. For six candies. they wrote: We did: We made all the posible boxes that

were rectangle. We learnd: that there are only 2 possible boxes for 6. We

rxomend: thal you yuse the I x 6 becuse it iust makes it seem bigger.fhey
reported similarly for the other.-two sizes.

On their memos, Tanya and lason provided
space for the president's opinion.
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illustrate their memos, Tanya and Jason
layed their cut-out rectangles.

Rebecca and Karin also displayed all their rectangles on construction paper and
wrote separate memos for the three numbers. They wrote the following on their
memo for six candies: We did 6 x I and 2 x 3. We put stx across and tvvo rows ot
three across. We learned that vou could onlv do two sides. We recommend 2 x 3

because it's the shoftest one and it will fit in a mailbox.
Lisa and Angie brought their work to me when they were finished. They had

glued the rectangles on construction paper and prepared a one-page memo for all
three numbers. They wrote: l4le did 2 ways ior 6 candies, 3 vvavs ior l2 candies
and 4 ways ior 21 candies. We learned 9 diffrent wavs to make rectangle boxes.

We recomend the 4 x 5 for 21 candies, the 4 x 3 for twelve candies and the

2 x 3 for six candies.
"l agree with what you learned," I said. "You tound all the possible rectangles

and showed them clearly. But your memo doesn't tell whv vou made the

recommendations you did."
"What do you mean?" Lisa asked.
"Well," I said, "l'm interested in rvhv you think the 4 bv 6 rs best ior twentv-four

candies and the 4 bv I is best ior trvelve candies and the 2 bv -l ior six candies.

Whv do vou recommend those particular sizes?"

"l don't get it," Lisa satd, reluctant to rethink her work. She had,,vrrtten the

memo while Angie had cut and glued the rectangles.



NOTE Discussions during math lessons

give children the opportunity to verbalize
their ideas, hear other points of view, and
reflect on their thinking. You mav have a

particular goal for a lesson, but be careful
not to guide the discussion so that children
only try to guess what you want to hear.
Their own ideas are important, as they serve
to connect their learning with what they
already know.
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'l know," Angie said, and the girls returned to their seats. ln a while, they

returned with a second sheet to their memo. This time, Angie had done the

writing. lt said: We recomend the 4 x 6 for 24 candies fucause it is rxtangle and

easy to carry. We recomend the 4 x 3 for l2 candies fuause it is easy to handel,

unlike the longer boxes. We recomend the 2 x 3 for six candies because it can fit
in small places and a little goes a long way.

When Libby and Brian cut out the rectangles they found and labeled the

dimensions, they also colored the individual squares on each rectangle to

represent different flavors. They labeled some of the rectangles "regular" and

others "kid pack." They wrote: We made four differant flavors: cherry, bluebarry,

mint, and banana. We made "kid packs" and regular packs, The differance

between the two is regular packs have banana in them, and "kid packs" don't. We

rxomend what any other kid would recomend, "Kid Packs." We recomand "Kid
Packs" because we think that bannana does not taste very good. Although

blueberry and cheery taste devine. The size of "Kid Packs" that we recomend is

the "24 x I ." We like that size because there is lots of blueberry and also lot's of
cherry.

l've learned not to be surprised by children's interpretations of situations. I

never would have thought about flavors as descriptors, but then again, I had no

firm idea about which shapes they should recommend, either. The important thing

was their ability to find the rectangles and label them correctly.

Class Discussion

The next day, the children were eager to present their work. ln preparation, I had

partners read aloud to each other what they had written. I find that reading their

work aloud helps students find words that are missing or incorrect.

I began the discussion with an observation. "l noticed that everyone was

working well together on this proiect. l'd like some general comments first. Did

you like it or not? Why? Was it easy or hard? What were your reactions?"

I called on Sam first. "lt was fun," he said, "except for the writing part." Sam is a

reluctant writer but loves all spatial activities.
"lt was kind of easv but kind of hard," Tanva sard.

"What made it easy and what made it hard?" I asked. Tanva shrugged, but

Emilv had an idea.
"lt was easv to cut out the rectangles. but I rvasn't sure tf we had them all," she

said. Emily is usually tentative and uncertain in math and comes to me regularlv

for reassurance. Her abilitv surpasses her confidence, however, and l'm trving to

help her see how capable she is.

"What did vou do to be sure?" I asked.
"l checked with Libbv," she said.

"Are you sure now vou have them all?" I asked.

"Well, sort of," she replied.
"Anv other reactions?" I asked.

I called on lenniter. "The long one ior twentv-four rv.ts hard," she said.

"How comel" I asked.
"The paper rvasn't lonq enouqh," she sard. "But then 

"r'e 
tigured out to cut

rnother strip and glue them. lt \vas messv."
"Anvthing else?" I .rsked.
''l liked it," Libbv sard. ",\'1e and Brian did flavors. \Ve had cherrv, blueberrv,

mint, and banana."

I
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"Yuk, banana!" Tony said.
"Well,' Libby continued, "those were only in the regular packs, not the kids'

packs."

The children started to talk among themselves about flavors. I called them back
to attention and began to discuss the possible rectangles.

"Lisa and Angie reported that they found nine rectangles altogether for the three
numbers," I said. "Look at your work and see if you agree." That changed the focus
from flavors back to the rectangles they found. After they had a few moments to
check, I heard murmurs of agreement.

"l'm interested in the shape you recommended for the largest box, the one with
two dozen candies," I said. The children looked at their papers and a smattering of
hands went up. "You can read what you wrote or just explain," I said.

I called on Edna. "We recommend the 6-by-4 box that is most squarish," she

read, "because it is easy to carry instead of a big long box."
Rebecca reported next. "We think so too," she said, "because it isn't too long or

too short."

"We liked the I by 24," losh reported, "because it looks more interesting."
Sara reported for herself and Brandon. She read, "We think that the 6 by 4 is

best because it is easier to handle unlike the other long boxes and because it can
iit in many small rectangle spaces like if you wanted to g,ive a present for someone
special."

After the children reported their recommendations tbr the other two box sizes,

about half the math period remained. I used the time to begin an introduction of
the menu tasks.

I

i
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